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Editor’s Note
The seeds of the Madhvani Group were planted at Kakira almost nine
decades ago, and we will, from time to time, give you glimpses into
that past from the people who were there. Cleophas Kashangaki is one
such witness, and though his entire story could never fit in the pages of
one magazine, the little we’ve captured offers a small window into the
past. As this huge tree continues to branch out in different directions,
we will not lose sight of where it began.
In the past decade, one branch of the Madhvani Group has grown
by leaps and bounds: the hospitality and tourism arm under Marasa.
Marasa Uganda boasts five luxury tourism units while Marasa India has
two hotels under its wing, run with partner firm Sarovar Hotels and
Resorts.
What I will focus on, however, is an exploration of Marasa Kenya –
which comprises three units:
The Ark, the Aberdare Country
Club and Mara Leisure Camp. I
visited all three units early this
year, and found that in a period
of slow but sure recovery for
the Kenyan tourism industry,
Marasa Kenya has stood
out like a polished gem –
maintaining
the
highest
hospitality standards and
offering truly unforgettable
service and experiences.
That’s me, going off into the
bush for what turned out to be a great adventure. I hope reading about
mine will inspire you to go out and create your own unforgettable
memories. Marasa awaits you.
Meanwhile, we are waiting for our new ethanol plant to come online
as the Madhvani Group will soon be launching what will be Uganda’s
largest ethanol distillery.
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In this issue we also highlight Software Applications, that recently
marked 20 years at the top of their game in the Information Technology
Industry. We may never fully understand what computer wizards do,
but we can certainly applaud ours for doing it well!
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As always, thank you to everyone who contributed time, ideas,
personal information and photos to this edition. To all the supportive
GMs who make my work easy. To Mr. Madheswaran for helping me
understand the ethanol production process even though I’ve always
hated chemistry. And especially to the Marasa Kenya team who were
all very kind and helpful beyond the call of duty. It is truly wonderful
to be part of such a diverse, multi-talented international family of
professionals.

Enjoy,
Angela Kintu Rwabose
editor@kakirasugar.com
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The Madhvani Group invests
in Ethanol production
This year, the jewel in the crown of new developments for the
Madhvani Group will undoubtedly be the opening of a new
ethanol distillery at the Group’s home base in Kakira, Jinja.
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On schedule for completion in the third quarter of 2016,
the 35 million dollar turnkey distillery project is designed,
supplied and erected by Praj Industries, with the civil works
construction undertaken by Seyani International. The plant
will have the capacity to switch between the production of
fuel-grade bio-ethanol and premium-grade Extra Neutral
Alcohol.
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What is ethanol?
Ethanol is the chemical compound ethyl alcohol, which
is distilled from the fermentation of materials containing
carbohydrates or sugar. Ethanol is a colour-less, volatile,
flammable liquid that absorbs water. Maize, sugar beet
molasses and sugarcane molasses, grain, sorghum are
common agricultural raw materials used in making ethanol.
Ethanol can be processed to produce either fuel-grade
anhydrous ethanol or potable Extra-Neutral Alcohol.
Anhydrous ethanol is produced by treating basic ethanol
to reduce its retained moisture content to less than 0.5%.
This is a pre-requisite for making a product that can be
easily blended with petrol, without affecting its combustion
properties – which are essential for fuel use.
Extra Neutral Alcohol (ENA) is highly purified spirit which is

achieved by means of repeated distillation. This repeated
distillation, which is known as rectification, can be fine-tuned
to remove inherent chemicals that have adverse effects on
human health. ENA is used for manufacturing a wide range of
alcoholic beverages.
Globally, the largest and growing use for ethanol is as a fuel
additive to petrol. Fuel ethanol accounts for 85% of world
usage, with beverage ethanol at 10% and industrial ethanol
at 5%.
Industrial Ethanol is used as a solvent in pharmaceuticals,
perfumes and cosmetics, detergents and household cleaners,
coatings and inks. Industrial Ethanol is also used as a chemical
intermediate for the manufacture of other chemicals and
products.
Why ethanol?
The rationale for the Madhvani Group to venture into ethanol
production is threefold, involving optimising the use of
existing natural resources, concern for environmental issues,
and improving stakeholder returns. At an annual output of
20 million litres, the ethanol plant at Kakira will be one of the
largest in the region, and the largest in Uganda.
Kakira Sugar utilises all the by-products of its processing
of sugarcane in a clean and efficient way – including using
bagasse (the fibrous residue from cane crushing) as a bio-mass
fuel to generate steam efficiently for electricity generation as

well as heating in the sugar making process. However, there
is one product – molasses – which Kakira currently sells off.
Molasses is the dark viscous liquid of non-crystallizable sugars
left after sugar crystals have been extracted from purified cane
juice. Adding value to these molasses will ensure optimal use
of resources.

undergoes a fractional distillation process using steam.
Depending on the factory settings at the time, this process
will produce either Extra Neutral Alcohol (ENA) or Anhydrous
Ethanol. The fermented molasses contain about 10%
alcohol, and the remaining 90% by-product of distillation is
vinasse.

Currently the 74,000 tonnes of molasses that are created
annually by the sugar production process are sold to various
parties who use them to make animal feed and also to distill
the illicit crude liquor (waragi) that is popular on the market,
often in plastic sachets in urban areas. This informal sector
distilling is usually not done in hygienic conditions or to any
quality specifications, which often results in mass poisoning
of consumers and even cases of death and blindness.
Furthermore, there is a liquid effluent of the distillation process
– called vinasse – which these local brewers simply release into
nearby water sources, polluting the environment.

BIO-METHANATION / BIO-GAS PRODUCTION: The
vinasse, or spent wash, at this point is highly acidic and can
be harmful to nature. It is sent to the Bio Digester, where
the first step of effluent treatment begins again a using
microbial process.

The ethanol process at Kakira
FERMENTATION: The ethanol making process at Kakira
begins with a simple biological fact: where there is any form of
sugar, alcohol can be produced. In the first of four processes,
the molasses is diluted with water. Yeast is added for the
fermentation process. This takes just over a day – about 30
hours for fermentation. This stage converts the molasses into
fermented wash and releases carbon-dioxide.
DISTILLATION: After fermentation, the fermented wash then

BIO-COMPOSTING: After the flammable biogas has
been extracted from the vinasse in the bio digester, the
remaining bio-methanated vinasse effluent is neutral and
ready for the final process. It is pumped onto rows of pressmud from the sugar factory that have been laid out on a
specially designed concrete yard. Press-mud is the residue
from the filtration and clarification of sugarcane juice during
the production of sugar, and is essentially the mud from
the fields that is carried into the sugar factory along with
harvested sugarcane.
The effluent mixture is processed in the bio compost yard for
60 days, where nature does its work, accelerated by bacterial
cultures of about 1kg to a tonne of press-mud. In what is
called aerobic solid fermentation, the bacteria break down
the bio-methanated vinasse, with atmospheric evaporation
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By going into ethanol production, Kakira will not only be
saving consumers from the effects of illicit alcohol, but also
protecting the environment from the harmful vinasse. Kakira’s
ethanol plant is designed to treat the vinasse to make a biocompost fertiliser - as we shall see in the production process,
which involves fermentation, distillation, and bio-methanation
for effluent treatment and bio composting. The first two of
these processes create ethanol, while the other two treat the
distillery effluent while generating biogas (for in-house use)
and fertiliser.

The bio-gas generated from the vinasse is channelled from
the Bio-Digester and used as fuel in a boiler that generates
the entire steam required for the distillation process. This
steam from the bio-gas boiler is first passed through a
turbo-alternator to generate electricity. The Kakira distillery
complex will hence produce 0.4 MW to meet bout 45% of
the ethanol plant’s power requirement. The remaining 55%
will come from the adjacent sugar factory cogeneration
facility.
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gradually reducing its moisture content until the final product
is a solid, humid fertilizer, rich in potassium, nitrogen and
phosphorous. This bio-compost greatly improves the texture
and porosity of the soil.
It is important to note that the whole process is natural and
does not involve the introduction of any inorganic chemicals.
It is a truly green conclusion to the sugar making process at
Kakira.

Policy formulated by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
Development in 2007.
Although the Government’s Renewable Energy Policy for
Uganda provides for the blending of biofuels with fossil
fuels in regulated proportions, the oil marketing companies
have not shown strong enthusiasm to prepare for blending
with fuel when products are available. Early this year,
Cabinet approved the Biofuels Bill 2015, which now awaits
parliamentary debate and enactment.
The Biofuels Act should provide for the
compulsory blending of petrol with up to
20% of ethanol, along with tax rebates for
bio-fuel producers. It is envisaged that
within the next few years, when Uganda
starts to extracting and refining of her
own reserves to produce petroleum
products, blending bio-ethanol with
petrol will increase the overall product
availability for local use and export or
will prolong the lifespan of the country’s
oil fields. Before that, however, blending
with ethanol could reduce the amount
of petrol imports and save the country
much needed foreign exchange.

Government proposals for fuel blending in Uganda
Bio-ethanol blending with petrol is common practice
across Europe and America, and is increasing in Asia, where
Thailand is the leader in terms of conversion on a large scale
to 10% ethanol blended gasoline. Using anhydrous-ethanolblended petrol not only helps conserve the globe’s fossil-fuel
resources, but also results in cleaner exhaust emissions from
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Factbox: Vehicles that can run on two or more types of fuel
are called flex-fuel vehicles (FFVs). (They’re also known as
dual-fuel or multi-fuel vehicles.) The most popular FFVs
can run on either petrol or ethanol or a mixture of the
two. The production of FFVs began in the early 1990s, so
you could be driving an FFV without knowing it! If you’d
like to know whether your vehicle is an FFV, check your
owner’s manual, or check www.fueleconomy.gov for a list
of available flex-fuel vehicles.
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Of particular advantage is the fact that
the Kakira plant can be switched from
the production of anhydrous ethanol to
extra neutral alcohol. Kakira can hence produce ENA as we
wait for legislation on ethanol blending in the country.
Does bio-ethanol have any disadvantages?
The major international controversy concerning bio-fuel
concerns the sources used to produce it. In countries where
bio-fuels are primarily produced using maize or other grains,
there can be adverse effects on the reduced availability
of food products and consequently increased food prices.
Priorities for land use and availability becomes issues, and
the net energy balances need to be assessed for production
and distribution of bio-fuels. This brings into question how
‘green’ that bio-energy actually is.

vehicle engines –and so has a twin impact on conservation
of the environment. However, the legal framework required
for ethanol-fuel blending to happen in Uganda has yet to be
set in place.
The Madhvani Group is moving forward with its ethanol plant
in the expectation that this legislation will be fast-tracked,
especially as it will result in immediate foreign exchange
savings of around US$ 20 million/year for the country.
Since fuel content and quality is specified by the Uganda
Bureau of Standards, blending anhydrous-ethanol with petrol
needs Government to put in place the enabling legislation
for mandatory blending as well as the offering of the
required tax incentives as stipulated the Renewable Energy

However, the ethanol Kakira will produce does not have any
of those drawbacks or concerns. Not only is it produced
from a bi-product of sugar using cane that is already being
cultivated, its production also ensures optimal use of
resources available. Its production and use will not affect
the price and supply of grains and other vital vegetation. It is
environmentally friendly, energy efficient and organic.

Madhvani Group Excellence
Corporate Awards
• November 2015: Madhvani Group
was awarded for the 2015 Indian
Business Achievers Award in
the Best Indian company - CSR
Activities category.
• September 2015: Kakira Sugar
Limited was awarded the 2015 Best
Corporate Social Responsibility
Award during the UBC 360°
Excellence Awards 2015. The award
was for innovative CSR inititatives
making a difference to people’s
lives in Busoga sub region.
• September 2015: Madhvani Group
was awarded in appreciation of
their support toward the first
ever East African Manufacturing
Business Summit.

Individual Awards 2016
• On the 25th of January, Joint
Managing
Director
Mayur
Madhvani was awarded an
honorary PhD in Humanities by
the United Graduate College and
Seminary International. The United
Graduate College and Seminary
International is an institution that
offers distance learning, based in
Tennessee, US .
• In a ceremony held at the Kampala
Serena Hotel, Mr. Madhvani was
honoured for transforming the
quality of lives of many Ugandans
through industrialisation and
social responsibility.
Prof Clyde Rivers, the chief 		
chancellor of the institution 		

appealed to the 13 honoured 		
recipients to pass on their 		
valuable skills and knowledge for
the greater good.
• On November 7, 2015, Madhvani
Group Director Mr. Roni Madhvani
was awarded Young Business
Achiever in the 2015 Indian
Business Achievers Award.
Rajesh Chaplot, the Secretary General
of the India Business Forum, said
Mr. Madhvani was awarded for
demonstrating business excellence,
the highest standards of ethical
conduct and civic and social
responsibility.
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Marasa is truly
where the
unforgettable
happens
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I began this year with a trip to the
Madhvani Group’s Kenyan hospitality
units. The three tourism-based units are
run under the Marasa umbrella – Marasa
Kenya to be exact. Their sister units
include two hotels under Marasa India
(read more about it on page 31) and four
tourism lodges and one restaurant under
Marasa Uganda.
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I arrived in Nairobi to find my transport
for the trip already waiting. Should you
choose to travel by road, it is important
to have a knowledgeable driver and
a comfortable car. Anthony, who has
been with Marasa Kenya for four years,
exceeded expectations in this regard. He
knew the roads (and his car) like the back
of his hand, and I felt safe and comfortable
on the two-hour drive to Nyeri. My first
stop was going to be the Aberdare
Country Club, and I had absolutely no
expectations – except perhaps that there
would be a lavish drawing room and a
golf course.
Once we were out of Nairobi traffic,
Anthony pointed out the landmarks as
we went through the wooded and hilly
countryside. The terrain gently sloped
higher and higher, as we entered the
Aberdare mountain ranges. The roads
began to wind round and round in

go about your business as they go about theirs. An electrified
fence keeps the animals within the boundary and out of the
neighbouring homesteads.
The Club does a regular count of the animals and reports any
issues such as illness to the Kenya Wildlife Authority. Beyond
that, all the humans do is observe the beauty of the animals.
If you have a chance to sit still on the grounds – as I did – you
will observe the most amazing things. I had a squirrel come
right up to my feet, look me in the eye and then jump over
me to continue on its way. I also had an inordinately huge
beetle hiss so loudly at me that if it had been dark I would
have sworn a snake had attacked me. Both times I was too
amazed by the experience to even remember to take a photo.
And this amazement will continue throughout your stay at
Aberdare, as you enjoy a continuous array of beautiful views
and unexpected animal encounters. Every time you blink or
turn your head there will be something unique to look at.
A tiny bird flying through the flowers. A peacock strutting
around the grounds. A family of warthogs grazing. The sun
rays glistening through the drops of rain. However, if you are
one of those strange human beings who is not moved by
nature, then the world class staff and facilities will surely keep
you happy.
After I brought the rain it was too cold to utilise the pool or
the spa, and I have a very distant relationship with gyms, but
a quick peek at all these facilities confirmed that they were of
the highest standard. Even my food was a point of tourism:
confusing circles as they often do in hilly areas – anyone who
has been to Kisoro in Uganda knows what I am talking about.
As we approached Nyeri, however, it began to rain heavily – in
the middle of what should be the dry season. And I took those
‘blessings’ with me everywhere I went for the rest of my trip.
Nonetheless, even in the rain, I could make out the distinct
flat-topped hill on which Aberdare Country Club is located. A
few minutes later, we arrived.
ABERDARE COUNTRY CLUB - A feast of sights and sounds
I deliberately went on the trip with a blank mind – I wanted
to experience Marasa Kenya like a proper tourist. I think I was
most surprised by the Aberdare Country Club. As soon as we
drove through the gate, I saw giraffes to my left, a herd of
antelopes to my right and some zebras grazing ahead. It was
still raining and the animals were so unexpected that I did not
even think to get out a camera. I was too busy pressing my
nose against the window to better see the animals.

There are a variety of antelopes, giraffes, warthogs, numerous
birds and even leopards on the grounds. What is remarkable is
that the Aberdare Country Club does not in any way interfere
with the animals – theirs is a self-sustaining eco system
fed by nature. Therefore there is strictly no feeding of the
animals, provoking them or attempting to ‘tame’ them. You
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It took me a day or two to fully understand the nature of
the Aberdare Country Club. Yes, there was a grand drawing
room and a golf course, but there was also a large population
of wildlife on the 1,300 acre grounds. Aberdare offers the
comforts of a country club at her nucleus, while her grounds
act as a nature conservatory.
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I could not decide whether to eat it or to take photos of it.
Every meal was beautifully presented, wonderfully cooked
and lovingly served.
Presiding over the feast of senses is General Manager Richard
Hodgson. He has been with Marasa since 1999, when he
worked at Mweya Safari Lodge, and has served in Chobe
Safari Lodge as well, before taking over at the Aberdare
Country Club in 2013.
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I was told that guests often reported seeing leopards outside
at night, and like a silly child I sat in the dark at the window
seat in my room hoping to catch a glimpse of one. However,
it was cold and I was tired, so I gave up and went to bed. I
almost had a minor heart attack when my foot encountered
something hiding inside the bed. However it turned out to be
a final kindness from the staff – a pair of hot water bottles to
make my night a little bit warmer.
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The next morning, I was up by 6:00am to catch the sunrise. I
was told if the sun is rising and the mist clears I could get a clear
view of the snow-capped tip of Mount Kenya. Unfortunately,
because I had brought the rain, it turned out to be a misty
morning with no hope of seeing the mountain peaks. I did,
however, get a visit from a bushback antelope. They venture
nearer than the others because they like to eat flowers. After
breakfast I visited the business centre to get a bit of work
done, and then the GM took me on a tour of the grounds
and the cottages. The cottages are built to be adjoining for

family use, with one master suite and a twin bed room. They
can be used separately or made into one family unit with a
connecting door, making family or group visits comfortable
and convenient.
I would have been quite happy to return to my comfortable
chair on the veranda and just look at the beauty around
me, but I was in for a surprise. I was about to get up close
and personal with some wildlife. On a horse. I wasn’t sure
there was a horse in the world qualified to carry my weight,
especially on a muddy day, but Tic Tac did very well. Alfred
the horse trainer was kind and reassuring, and so I decided to
swallow my fears, follow instructions and be an adult instead
of screeching every time the horse stumbled.
When I stopped thinking about it, horse riding stopped being
difficult and I could enjoy the ride and the view. But it was not
the view Alfred was taking me to. I cannot describe

what happened – the picture will say more than the words
ever could. If you approach the giraffes on foot and alone,
they will flee. But something about the horses makes them
comfortable, and so you find yourself riding through a large
group of giraffes. You are close enough to hear them chewing
and breathing. If I had to choose an unforgettable experience
at the Aberdare Country Club it was that one. Riding a horse
with giraffes. It is something I cannot possibly do anywhere
else, and for that reason alone, I would recommend a trip to
the country club.

As I was being amazed by the giraffes, arrangements were
being made for the next leg of my tour, and I returned to find
Charles Mathenge, the Captain of The Ark, waiting for me.
THE ARK – where nature comes to you
The Ark is a 30 minute drive from Aberdare Country Club,
located in the heart of the Aberdare National Park. Most of
us will be familiar with the biblical story of Noah and the Ark.
Noah was tasked by God to build a boat big enough to hold a
pair of all the animals in the world so that he could save them
from an impending flood. When he completed the boat, the
animals came to him two by two.
The Ark in the Aberdare National Park is no different. The
animals come daily – in twos, tens and hundreds. The secret
of attraction lies in God-given nature – a water hole and
salt deposits in the ground. Some of us will be familiar with
cattle keeping and the idea that cattle need salt. Well, wild
animals need certain types of salt too, and they know where
these deposits can be found naturally. Right outside The Ark
is a natural salt lick that attracts everything from buffaloes,
antelopes and bush pigs to hyenas and baboons.
And so from the vantage points provided by three levels
of viewing decks, you can sit in the comfort of The Ark and
watch the animals come to you. There is also a special ground
level photography bunker, where the brave hearted can get
the most close up photos (and smells!) of the animals just
feet away. The Ark is protected by a layer of rocks which
the animals do not climb over. Only a few cheeky monkeys
and a host of moths actually reach the building. In fact, the
monkeys come mainly to eat the moths.
The rooms are designed as cabins and laid out in decks to
fit the theme of a boat. The cabins all contain a special bell,
where on request you will be informed if there is anything
special happening. This is important because once you get
into The Ark, you are not going to exit, except to leave. All
the activity happens right outside and you get to view it from
inside.
I arrived at the Ark towards sunset, and after settling into
my cabin, I tried out the human watering hole and lounge
as Captain regaled me with tales of all the amazing things
that happen at The Ark. No two days are alike, and visitors
have been known to spend all day and all night just sitting
in the viewing decks observing nature. For the animals, life
continues as normal, with or without audience, and so you
may have fights, mating, births and even kills happening
right in front of you.

Midway through a riveting tale about a buffalo giving birth at
the hole while hyenas circled waiting to eat both defenceless
mother and newborn as guest wept in the viewing decks, I
suddenly saw it... my own awesome welcome to the Ark.
Over a gentle slope came two elephants, and then more and
more as an entire family came down to the watering hole.
I don’t know what it is about elephants, but you never feel
the same sense of connection or awe from another animal. A
family of 38 elephants – from old wrinkly ones to babies finally
gathered right in front of me.
It was several minutes before I realised it was getting dark and
I should be taking photos. I was too mesmerised by the family
than anything else, and I almost cried at the thought that
someone else would be viewing these magnificent beasts
simply as a vehicle for ivory. Anyone who would shoot even
one of these creatures just for their tusks honestly deserves to
be shot themselves. Or better still, they should be gored and
trampled by an elephant.
Unfortunately, my blessings remembered to follow me to The
Ark, and the rain began to pour, chasing the elephants off
into the surrounding forest. I was left with a herd of buffalo,
a family of giant bushpigs and some hyenas. I retired to my
cabin that evening feeling special. No one will ever have a day
exactly like mine at the Ark. I rose at dawn once again, hoping
for a sight of Mount Kenya, but she hid herself in the mists.
By this time, I had encountered so much beauty that I was
starting to wish my husband and children were there to see
it with me. As I sat there feeling rather homesick, what should
I see but two stunning Crested Cranes! They spent the rest of
the morning feeding together at the water’s edge. Crested
Cranes choose and stay with one mate for life, and seeing that
majestic pair was a piece of home right there with me, and an
assurance that I would definitely return to The Ark with my life
partner.
Aberdare Country Club and The Ark: two sides of a coin
I returned to the Aberdare Country Club that afternoon to
prepare for my final leg of the trip, and I chose to spend the
rest of the day reading. Mr. Hodgson had gifted me with Haven
under a Hill, by Monty Brown – a book explaining outlining
the history of the Aberdare Country Club and The Ark. It was
after I finished that book that I fully understood the unique
relationship between the two and the historical significance
of where I had been staying.
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It all began in 1935, when a young British settler couple a natural border between the camp and the National Reserve.
purchased 1,300 acres of farmland on the slopes of a hill A picturesque foot bridge over the river connects the two. I
in Nyeri. Mickey and Dot Lyons built a home there, and the thought the proximity to the park was a joke until I heard
building which was completed in 1937 still stands at the heart the night sounds. On both my nights there, a pack of hyenas
of the Aberdare Country Club. They raised their two children stole the sound show – whooping and giggling from about
there – Kevin and Storm. Eventually, Mickey and Dot divorced 3:00am till morning. The noise was impressive, but I wasn’t
and left the home, leasing the land to neighbouring farmers. particularly perturbed. My tribal clan animal is the hyena, so I
In 1960, when the first waves of package tourism began in suppose they were merely sensing my presence. I took their
Kenya, Kevin had the idea to turn the house into a lodge for noise as a welcome and thoroughly enjoyed my sleep.
tourists who wanted to visit the Aberdare region. In 1967, with
advice from experts in catering and
Morning dawned with a tour
wildlife, Kevin conceived the idea
around the camp’s various luxury
Factbox 1: ‘The Big Five’ is a term referring
to turn the house into a lodge and
facilities, from the pool, to the
to the five most difficult animals to hunt on
build a unique sister observation
massage room and the uniquely
foot in Africa. However, these days the only
point inside the national park area.
designed tents and cottages. Being
shooting we do is with our cameras, and so
On December 1st, 1969, The Ark
a nosy mama, I even found my way
this term refers to the animals you should see
opened its doors, together with
into the kitchen, where the Head
when on a safari. The Big Five are the African
the parent – or sister – lodge at
Chef David Mbugua showed me
lion, African elephant, Cape buffalo, African
Aberdare Country Club. Visitors to
how to plate a world-class meal.
leopard, and White/Black rhinoceros.
the Ark made an overnight or lunch
The camp operates like a rest or
stop at the Aberdare Country Club,
leisure stop, where guests can
before proceeding to The Ark.
relax, refresh themselves and wait
for an optimum time to take a game drive in the nearby park.
This partnership has continued since then, and although the Unlike the Ark, at Mara you must go out to seek the animals
business has changed hands – eventually coming under the in their natural habitat. And that is where the indigenous
Marasa Africa arm of the Madhvani Group – this is how it still people – the Maasai – come in. Herdsmen by nature, they
is up to today.
naturally explore and become accustomed to large areas, and
they become the best guides as you venture into the park.
MARA LEISURE CAMP – seeking the Big Five in the heart
of Masaai land
A trip to Mara is not complete without a taste of Maasai culture.
The trip from Aberdare Country Club to Mara Leisure camp by At Mara Leisure Camp, Bernard Naurori is a nature guide and
road takes about six to eight hours, depending on your route. resident lecturer on all things Maasai. Born in the area, with
I was back in Anthony’s capable hands, so with lunch boxes his home and family a walking distance away, Bernard knows
packed, we set off at dawn. As I left Nyeri behind, I was in for the area well. Guests to Mara can hear first hand from him
a final special farewell. After three mornings of pursuing her what it is like to live as a Maasai – entirely dependent on cattle.
fruitlessly, Mt. Kenya chose the morning of my departure to Of all the things I found out from him, the most interesting was
come out and say goodbye. And what a sight it was! I saw the the idea that dowry or bride price was negotiated between
peak and the snow line clearly.
minimum of six and a maximum of 12 cows. I think a lot of
Ugandans could benefit from that idea, instead of exploiting
On the way, Anthony was kind enough to stop off at another weddings to demand often exorbitant dowries. I also learnt
landmark, Thomson Falls. Eventually, we came to Narok, from that the Maasai do not plant crops because gardens are like
where the journey goes off tarmac right into the heart of the an open invitation to elephants. It becomes a dangerous
Maasai Mara National Reserve. We arrived at Mara Leisure venture.
Camp in the late afternoon, to a warm reception from General
Manager Eric Gaku. Once again, I brought the rain with me.
I was taken on a game drive, where I saw antelopes, giraffes,
The Mara Leisure Camp lies along the Talek River, which forms birds, hippos, elephants, hyenas, ostriches, a pair of young

lions and the most beautiful sunset you can imagine. I visited
the nearby village and of course came back to camp wrapped
in my own Maasai blanket. My unforgettable experience
of Mara would have to be the lions. Sitting with the vehicle
engine off, by an open window, barely six feet away from a
pair of lions was amazing.

Overview of Kenya tourism industry

There are some things you adequately cannot describe – you
just have to get out and experience them. I could tell you of
the hyena with twin babies lying in the road, or the elephant
which charged at our vehicle, or the one-horned antelope
which was lost in the wrong herd, but there would not be
enough space. All I can say is that it is an experience worth
having, worth saving for and worth sharing with those you
love.

According to the World Travel and Tourism Council, travel
and tourism made up 4.1% of Kenya’s GDP in 2014/2015, and
created 206,500 jobs. However, Kenya’s tourism industry has
been in crisis for the past few years. The Kenya Department of
Tourism reports that tourism revenues plummeted to a record
low in the wake of the unrest that followed the disputed 2007
elections. The industry recovered in 2010, only to be hit hard
again by negative publicity from terrorist attacks and Ebola
outbreaks.

Factbox 2: Travel tips for East Africa
•
Pack warm clothing
•
Wear comfortable shoes
•
Know what items are not allowed on
international flights
•
Change your money to host country
currency before you travel
•
Make sure your vaccinations for host
country are up to date

Tourism in Kenya is the second largest source of foreign
exchange revenue following agriculture, with the main tourist
attractions beign the national parks, the Great Rift Valley and
the beaches along the Indian Ocean.

Whether the danger is real or perceived, negative publicity
will always create international concern and result in travellers
being advised not to visit a country. “The Government of
Kenya has set in place measures to strengthen the sector,
but they need to follow through on road infrastructure
development,” Richard Hodgson, the Aberdare Country
Club/The Ark General Manager shared.
It was hoped that the visit by US President Barack Obama last
year would signal an upturn in the industry and so far the
signs are good. In the meantime, however, Marasa Kenya is
maintaining the highest quality of standards as the industry
weathers the storm. Joint Managing Director Mayur Madhvani
reiterated the Group’s commitment to quality, as well as to
the conservation and appreciation of nature.
According to Samuel Mwangi, who has been with the service
staff of Mara Leisure Camp since 2008, Mara has remained
at the top of her game. “Early last year, several lodges in the
Maasai Mara shut down and many people lost their jobs or
were laid off in staff cuts,” he explains. “But at Mara Leisure
Camp we were all retained and things are now picking up.”
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Software Applications:
20 years of
excellence
in Uganda
customers. SAUL in alliance with Advance One Kenya has
also developed a Human Resource Software Inspiro-people,
which is implemented in several Ugandan organisations.
SAUL’s portfolio of services include Software Training,
Software Maintenance, Software Customisation, Software
Troubleshooting & Consultancy and its impressive clientele
includes the who’s who of Uganda namely Civil Aviation
Authority, UMEME, Uganda Revenue Authority, Uganda
Electricity Transmission, Uganda Railways, Centenary Bank,
DFCU Bank and Ndejje University, among others.
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Since change is constant in the Information Technology
industry, SAUL continuously strives to be up to speed on
the latest innovations in the IT industry. According to Mr
Mijar, SAUL is very much an employee friendly organisation
with the best people practices like good remuneration and
regular training to its employees for upgradation of their
knowledge & skills.
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It was two decades back on 28th December, 1995, when
Ugandan business and government institutions were
stabilising their operations, Software Applications Uganda
Limited (SAUL) started its operations as a provider of
Financial & Human Resource Management solutions. Today
SAUL continues to be a leading provider in the domain of
Financial & Human Resource Management besides offering
professional business consulting, software development and
support services.
“In the early 1990s, organisations in Uganda realised the
necessity of Information Technology in bringing efficiency
in their businesses and SAUL as an IT arm of the Madhvani
Group was in the forefront meeting these needs of
organisations. In those times SAUL’s Financial and Human
Resource management solutions were a necessity for any
large or midsized private or government organisation and so
was well received and lapped up by most organisations” says
Shashibhushan Mijar, Chief Executive SAUL.
Over these years SAUL has continued its partnership with
Software Solutions providers like Infor Global, Professional
Advantage and Oracle to fulfilling the IT needs of its

In May last year , SAUL moved into a new, spacious and
well-designed office with training room and cafeteria at
the Madhvani Foundation building in Kampala to portray a
better image to its clientele and improve employee morale
by providing an open work environment.
Large organisations in Uganda are realising the need to
implement Enterprise level Applications like Enterprise
Resource Planning, Customer Relationship Management,
and Business Intelligence etc. With the changing times,
SAUL has gone ahead and partnered with Invenio Business
Solutions, a leading SAP Implementation Company with
headquarters in United Kingdom, and offices in India,
Germany, Mauritius, Saudi Arabia, Dubai and the U.S.A. “The
partnership between Invenio and SAUL will help in building
SAP implementation skills locally in Uganda and will benefit
local organisations implementing Enterprise-level Software
Applications,” explains Mr Mijar. Going forward SAUL is
developing its capabilities to deploy, implement and support
software solutions for various industry domains.

Day to Day: what we do at SAUL
Doreen Akampurira, who has been with SAUL for eight
years, is the team leader for Sun Systems, an accounting
software that handles purchase, ledger, fixed assets, sales
and inventory. “Sun Systems tracks each of these items for
their entire life cycle in the company, from the time they are
procured to when they are disposed of,” Doreen explains.

On a daily basis consultants at SAUL will check the log
for any issues reported, allocate tasks and visit clients. In
some cases, especially at the inception stage, consultants
will be stationed at a client’s premises to ensure smooth
implementation and train the end users until they are
confident and proficient. Even after that, SAUL is still on hand
to sort out any unforeseen issues or errors.

On top of personal study and regular training at the new
SAUL in-house training facility, the consultants seek external
partnerships and training. For instance, SAUL participated in
the Infor EMEA partner meet in Paris last November, which
Infor partners from across the globe attended and SAUL was
the only representative from East Africa.
Doreen says her most memorable clients over the years have
been Civil Aviation Authority, Uganda Revenue Authority,
Centenary Bank and UMEME. “It can be tough but I love my
job and the daily challenges it brings. They are opportunities
to learn and grow,” she says.
She adds that although some Ugandan companies are slow
to invest in software, the need for enterprise-level software
is here, and SAUL is well positioned to continue being a
leader in providing business management solutions.
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When a company purchases this software from SAUL, it is
not just a one-off buy, but the beginning of a client-driven
relationship. SAUL handles an initial information gathering
from the company, implementation of the system, advice on
usage, report design and any error or networking support
necessary. “We are therefore field people,” Doreen explains.
“We gather here to assign tasks and update on client
progress, and then we go off into the field to do hands on
client support.”

“Of course in order to stay relevant to our clients, we have
to keep on upgrading our skills – IT changes all the time and
we stay ahead of available systems in Uganda to remain
competitive, Doreen says.
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News in pictures
2
1
1.

A team from the Muljibhai Madhvani Foundation Alumni
Association poses after completing the 2015 MTN 		
marathon. Thirty-eight members of staff of the Madhvani
Group also participated in the charity event

2-5. The Barcelona Legends team visited Paraa Safari Lodge
for lunch as they toured Uganda prior to a friendly charity
match

3
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6.

The Jinja District Police Commander, Felix Mugizi, 		
visits Makepasi Match Ltd. L-R Eshan Madhvani, 		
Managing Director Nikesh Madhvani, DPC Mugizi, 		
Subramanian K. Makepasi GM, Madhav Vyas - 		
FC, Mrs. Noorie – MD Secretary, Francis Mukyae – Senior
Supervisor

7.

Jinja Mayor Baswari Kezaala tees off the 2015 Kakira 		
Open Golf Tournament as participants and Mr. Mwine Jim
Kabeho look on

8.

Editors from Uganda’s leading media houses pose with 		
Joint Managing Director Mayur Madhvani on Kakira’s first
Media Open Day, organised to increase the media’s 		
awareness of the sugar industry

9.

Senior executives of Madhvani Group from London - 		
Manu Radia (2nd from Left), Andrew Grout (3rd from 		
right), Edgar Wadley (2nd from right) on a visit to 		
Kakira Sugar Limited on February 11, 2016. They were 		
received by Christian Vincke, GM Kakira Sugar (extreme
left), Mr. Mayur Madhvani (3rd from left) and Mr Parag 		
Shah, CFO, Madhvani Group Ltd, Jinja (extreme right)

10. Mr. Mayur Madhvani takes Bishop Michael Kyomya, 		
former Bishop of Busoga Diocese, on a tour of Kakira 		
Sugar Limited. He later contributed Ugsh20m towards the
January 2016 installation ceremony of new Bishop Paul
Naimanhye
11

Professor Clyde Rivers (second right) hands over an 		
honorary Phd for Joint Managing Director Mayur 		
Madhvani to Kenneth Barungi, Assistant to the General 		
Manager, Kakira Sugar Limited. Mr. Barungi received the
award on behalf of Mr. Madhvani

12. Jinja Sailing Club’s Phiona Ndagire awards winners at the
National Independence Swimming Gala. The Madhvani
Group sponsored the event
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Charity gives back
to her community
It is more blessed to give than to receive, as most believers will
agree. In the case of Charity Nduhura, receiving a Madhvani
Foundation scholarship was a blessing that has since given
her the foundation from which to give to others in need –
most especially to rural women.
Charity is the heart of the Jinja chapter of the Women’s Centre
for Job Creation, an NGO that seeks to uplift the situations of
rural women.
When both parents died within years of each other in the early
1990s, Charity and her five siblings became the responsibility
of relatives, who often could not stretch meagre resources to
cover all their needs. That is when it first became apparent to
Charity that boy-children were regarded as more important
than girls.
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“Often, when it came to decisions of whose fees would get
paid first, or what school we would go to, the boys were
considered first,” she explains. “I had to work hard to prove
that it was worth educating me as well.”
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A bright and active girl, Charity was always called upon to be a
school prefect, and the benefits which came with leadership
positions gave her the courage to keep striving. “Sometimes
it was a little extra sugar in your porridge, or prizes,” she says.”
At university, where I became the deputy guild speaker, the
sitting allowances supplemented my pocket money.”
At A-Level, her elder sister took on the responsibility of
educating her, but it wasn’t long before tough decisions
had to be made again. Charity was admitted to Makerere
University, but she could not afford the fees. Her sister opted
for Mbarara University of Science and Technology, which was
closer to home, but was unable to make loan repayments or
afford the fees there either. After a difficult first year, Charity
applied to the Madhvani Foundation. She qualified and
received a scholarship for the final two years of her degree in
business administration.

By now she had seen the struggles her guardian aunt and her
sister had gone through to keep the family together, so when
the Women’s Centre for Job Creation advertised an internship
in her second year of university, she jumped at the chance.
After that, she volunteered with the centre every holiday, and
with her enthusiasm and leadership skills, the centre was glad
to take Charity on full time basis as soon as she completed
university.
Now Charity spends her days among rural women, teaching
them basic skills such as book keeping and customer care, and
supervising a soft loan scheme for women in small businesses
who would otherwise have been unable to qualify for bank
loans.
Charity’s dream is to pursue an MBA and go into business for
herself in a few years. “I am grateful for the opportunity that
Madhvani Foundation gave me, and I intend to keep paying
it forward,” she says.

Foundation beneficiary Wafula
graduates with top honours
Since 2003, the Madhvani Foundation has educated over
2,000 Ugandan students and provided scholarships worth
over four billion Uganda shillings. All the beneficiaries are
bright, but financial constrained students, who always go on
to pass their respective final exams.
However, once in a while, they are inspired to go above
being good and pursue excellence. On January 19th this
year, Madhvani Foundation beneficiary Solomon Wafula was
awarded a first class degree in Environmental Health Science
with honours from Makerere University.

Even with a loan, his father could not afford to keep him at
university, as well as provide for his younger siblings. It was at
the end of a difficult semester that Solomon read about the
Madhvani Foundation Scholarship on his school notice board

Currently retained as research assistant at Makerere
University, Solomon also volunteers at a training centre to
teach public health to youth. His stellar performance has
earned him a scholarship from Makerere to continue with a
master’s degree.
“I would like to thank the Madhvanis for this opportunity.
I would never have finished my degree without them,”
Solomon says. “I encourage them to continue offering the
scholarship because it is changing lives.”
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The 22 year-old from Manafwa District says his inspiration to
succeed came from his father, a primary school teacher. “He
has worked so hard to put us through school – he even got a
bank loan and sold his land to pay tuition for my first year at
university. I was determined not to let him down,” Solomon
says.

and decided to apply. “The Madhvani scholarship is meritbased and those who think they need to know someone in
the foundation to get in are mistaken,” he says.
Having secured the scholarship, Solomon sailed through
the rest of his course, with a GPA of 4.6. His success was also
due to the fact that he has a keen interest in environmental
health sciences. “I have always wanted to work directly with
people – and community health is a great way to do that,” he
explains. “I’d like to provide simple solutions that address the
inequalities in the health sector.”
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East Africa
Packaging
receives OHAS
certification

East African Packaging Solutions
Limited began 2016 on a high
note, with the confirmation of their
international OHSAS certification.
After an extensive audit of their
operations by Nemko International,
EAPS was issued with an OHSAS
18001:2007 certificate confirming that
they adhere to the highest standards
of occupational health and safety.
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The General Manager Madhu Kabra
said, “This is a demonstration of our
commitment to the wellbeing and
safety of our family of staff. It is also an
assurance to the valued clients.”
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EAPS is also the holder of an ISO
9001-2008 certificate for Quality
Management Systems that meet
customer expectations and deliver
customer satisfaction.
“EAPS is the only Ugandan packaging
company that currently holds these
two certifications,” Fred Buzu, EAPS
Quality Control Officer, said.
General Manager Madhu Kabra
thanked all the staff and supervisors
for complying with health, safety and
PPE requirements. He thanked Mr.
Buzu and Production Manager Firoj
Ansari, who were instrumental in
attaining this certification.

EAPS team with the first egg trays produced at the plant in February

Mr. Lal retires from
the Madhvani Group
At the close of 2015, the Madhvani Group bid farewell to Mr. Lal
Bahadur, the Group Finance Director.
Mr. Lal, who first joined the
Madhvani Group in November
1987, had been at the Jinja Office
since March 1989. A driving force
behind the post-exile recovery
period for the Madhvani Group,
he credited his success to
integrity, loyalty and hard work.
“I had the support and guidance
of the directors, and my team has
always been committed,” he said.
He added that he was lucky to
have the mentorship of the late
Mr. V. G. Modi and the support of
Mr. Parag and Mr. Kalra.

Liberty acquires
East African
Underwriters Ltd.

He was grateful for the experience
he got working with various companies within the Group, and
said he would miss many co-workers whom he had come to
regard as family. However, he stressed that his first duty was to
his life partner. In that regard, Mr. Lal retired to take care of his
wife, who has been unwell.
The Senior Executive Human Resource for Madhvani Group Ltd,
Swalik Kasibante, said Mr. Lal was a father figure, a perfectionist,
and a principled and understanding boss whose door was always
open to everyone. “Mr. Lal was a forward-looking visionary who
never discriminated. He looked after us well,” Kasibante said.
Harish Kalra, Finance Manager Kakira Sugar Limited lauded Mr.
Lal as a man of strong character and principles, upon which
he never compromised. “I worked under Mr. Lal for nine years
and he was a guiding force with vast experience in finance. I
am personally going to miss my confidant. I therefore wish him
peace, good health, and encourage him to keep in touch,” Kalra
said.
Our prayers, gratitude and best wishes for a healthy and peaceful
retirement go with Mr. Lal.
A huge ‘well done’ to the sales and marketing team at East
African Packaging Solutions, who outdid themselves in
January 2016, far exceeding set targets for the period.

The team was rewarded for the great start to the first quarter
of 2016 with a luncheon hosted by Muhamed Nizam, Sales
and Marketing Manager on February 6.
Managing Director Roni Madhvani joined the team at the
event to thank them for their stellar performance. “We were
all honoured to have the director with us and his presence
was a great motivator,” Nizam said.
Having set the bar so high, we look forward to more
achievements for the team and the company this year.

Mike du Toit, Liberty Regional Executive for East and
Central Africa, said the transaction will provide Liberty
with a full insurance offering as they expand on the
African continent.
Joint Managing Director Kamlesh Madhvani reiterated
the Madhvani Group’s commitment to the insurance
industry. “We believe this new partnership will enrich
our investment and development efforts by broadening
the skills base and bringing new technical expertise to
the market,” he says.
The move will ensure that the companies remain
competitive in the growing East African market.
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Rachael, Rose, Jingo, Joel, Kenneth, Nirav and Rohit exceeded
sales targets overwhelmingly, and this performance reflected
the Kampala and Jinja regional sales, as well as export figures.

On February 3, 20`6 Liberty Holdings Ltd and the
Madhvani Group announced that Liberty had acquired
a 51% stake in East African Underwriters Limited (EAUL).
The acquisition cements the existing ties between the
Madhvani Group and Liberty, since the two Groups
already enjoy a meaningful and cordial partnership in
Liberty Life Assurance Uganda Limited – the number
one life assurer in the country.
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Kabuye Sugar posts
highest recovery, plans
expansion
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From Left: Samuel Jayakumar, Narasimha Rao, Jim Kabeho, Kamlesh M.Madhvani, Mayur Madhvani, John Museminali, Bhupesh Thakkar and Thiru Navukkarasu after the board
meeting at Kabuye Sugar
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Kabuye Sugar Works Limited, Kakira’s Rwanda counterpart,
has achieved a significant milestone in this crushing season,
with a sugar recovery of 9.53%. This is the highest sugar
recovery percentage achieved in Kabuye Sugar Factory for
the last 12 years, and on seven crushing days, the figure went
beyond 10%. Sugar recovery is a measure of how much sugar
is produced out of a specific amount of cane.
“Our improved sugar recovery has been a result of harvesting
cane at an optimum age of 23 months and above or 21
months and above for the ratoon crop,” General Manager
M. Thirunavukkarasu explained. “This was coupled with the
favourable climatic conditions and improved performance of
the factory.”

Kabuye Sugar Works Limited also posted a profit after three
seasons of losses due to major flooding.
Commending the team on a job well done, the Madhvani
Group Joint Managing Directors (JMDs) also reviewed the
progress of the Sugar: Make it Work project. The project is a
five year Public-Private Partnership between Kabuye Sugar
Works Ltd and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kingdom
of Netherlands starting from 2013/14 to 2018/19. In order
to mitigate the effects of flooding, the project involves
reclaiming marshlands and creating an organised drainage
system for the area.
The targeted land area to be reclaimed in Phase A was
586 hectares. “So far the actual Papyrus area cleared is

627 hectares, and as of December 31, 2015, there were 509
hectares reclaimed and planted with sugarcane,” Kabuye
Sugar Works Sr. Plantation Manager, Samuel Jayakumar,
reported. “With planned work on three more subsequent
phases, the projections for cane supply in the 2018/19 season
will be about 215,000 tonnes.”

Notable among other issues, the Board of Directors approved
a factory expansion project.
In November 2015, consultants from J. P. Mukherji & Associates
visited the factory to assess the future factory expansion
requirements based on the increase in cane quantity
expected by implementing the Sugar: Make It Work project.
The consultants suggested that the factory can be expanded
to 1,250 TCD, with cogeneration of 7.5 MW/Hr and a distilling
capacity of 12.5 KLPD. This projection would increase the
cane crushing capacity to 350,000 tonnes per annum with an
average operation of 286 days.
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In December 2015, Jan Van Saane, the Project Officer from the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Netherlands visited Kabuye
Sugar Works Limited. His visit was part of the monitoring
and evaluation process for Sugar: Make it Work and he was
impressed with the progress made so far. Mr. Van Saane
commented that the structural and social challenges faced in
growing sugarcane in swamp lands of Rwanda are significant
but added that partnerships would ensure success. In that
regard, he appreciated the collaboration made with the
Rwanda Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources.

The company performance was reviewed at a meeting of
the Board of Directors at the close of 2015. The meeting was
attended by JMDs Mayur Madhvani and Kamlesh Madhvani,
as well as Bhupesh Thakkar, Mwine Jim Kabeho and John
Museminali, M. Thirunavukkarasu and Samuel Jayakumar.
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Cleophas Kashangaki: Looking back
on 43 years of service
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Government agent Osuban gives a speech as a sports function at Kakira

Cleophas

Cleophas Kashangaki retired at the end of 2015, having
worked for the Madhvani Group for 43 years. He shared a life
history that has been, and will remain intertwined with that of
the Kakira Sugar complex

However in just a few months, this routine was shattered.
President Idi Amin decreed the expulsion of Asians, and the
Madhvani family left in August of 1972.

Cleophas was born to a prominent tailor and shopkeeper in
Polota, Kakira in 1953. He subsequently grew up in Kakira, and
in 1967 he sat his Primary Leaving Exam at Quilliam Primary
School – which is currently called Estate Primary School.
In 1971, he attained the East African School Certificate of
Education at the Madhvani Senior Secondary School – now
known as Kakira Secondary School.
In April of 1972, Cleophas joined Muljibhai Madhvani Sugar
Works, and was posted to the Guest House. “I met members
of the Madhvani family on most evenings, as they relaxed or
entertained guests there,” he recalls.

“It was a very tense and confusing time,” Cleophas says.
Dr. Kadama was appointed General Manager under the
supervision of government agents,most prominent of whom
was Augustine Osuban, the current Emorimor – or Paramount
Chief – of the Iteso.
Cleophas continued to work at the Guest House, and in 1975,
the company sent him on a hotel keeping course at the
Crested Crane Hotel and Catering Institute in Jinja.
“Those were wasted years, and many of us stayed hanging
on even into the decline because we viewed Kakira as ‘our
thing’,” Cleophas explains. “I was born here; my family and I
couldn’t just leave. Salaries became more and more irregular

Cleophas begins work at guest house

Cleophas at a function as a student in Kakira Secondary

and disappeared altogether, and many people
made ends meet by growing some food on
estate land, but times were not easy.”

“When I see Kakira Sugar back to production now, and employing so
many people, it is with a great sense of satisfaction,” Cleophas says.

The production gradually ground to a halt, and
in 1979 the government decided to renovate
the sugar factory. Cleophas was appointed as
a supervisor of the contractors from Reggiane
– an Italian company contracted for the
rehabilitation. However, shortly after, a civil war
to oust Idi Amin began. “The contractors fled
back to Italy and the factory premises became
a military base occupied by the foreign armies
and the Tanzanian generals who fought Amin,”
he recounts.

In 1993, he was transferred along with Mr. Merchant to start up the Central
Purchasing Department (CPD) in Jinja. In 1996, CPD Kakira cell was set up
and Cleophas worked there until 2014. His final transfer was to the Sugar
Stores, where he has been working under Mr. Nazim.
“Working in purchasing has taken me to different companies and all over
the country – I’ve worked in distribution, breweries, steel, packaging,
lodges, etc. Working for a Group means exposure and making lots of
friends and contacts,” Cleophas says.
He adds that it is important to be flexible and have the right mindset. He
advises workers to put God first, be trustworthy and loyal, save and plan
for retirement.

In 1980, the Madhvani family started coming
back, and Cleophas was on hand to received
Mrs. Jayant Madhvani and Nitin Madhvani to the
guest house upon their arrival. That year he was
promoted to guest house manager.

“Here you are part of a family – Madhvani – and you can work
wholeheartedly and without fear,” he concludes.

“In 1985, I received more family members –
Mr. Manubhai (RIP), Mr. Pratap and Mr. Mayur
at the guest house. It was a joyous time and a
relief as the recovery process began for Kakira,”
Cleophas says.

A part of something special
Cleophas says that one of the most memorable assignments during his
time at Kakira had nothing to do with work. It was his appointment to
the All Faith Committee, initiated by the late Manubhai Madhvani. The
committee was tasked with organising the following:
• Building a Temple
• Renovating St Theresa Catholic Church
• Rebuilding St. Steven’s Anglican Church
• Constructing a new mosque
The Temple stands in the heart of the estate complex, while the other
houses of prayer are based in Polota, Kakira. “The initiative was greatly
appreciated by the community and it was so good for me to be part of
it all. I thank the Madhvani’s for enriching my life experiences,” Cleophas
says.
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In 1988 he was transferred to the Supplies
Department to receive spares for the
rehabilitation of Kakira Sugar Works and this
time the project went smoothly. “I worked under
Mr. Merchant (RIP) and Nazim Udduola, who at
the time represented Uni-Erectors. That was
the company doing the restoration works,” he
explains. Construction was successful and the
factory resumed operations.

Even as he retires, his family home remains in Polota, Kakira, where he
plans to venture into business and be a doting grandpa to five little ones.
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Marasa Uganda GMs transfer
for fresh outlook in 2016
This year began with the transfer of two of our GMs to
different locations of the Marasa Uganda lodges.
Crispus Nguraru Mwamidi transferred from Paraa Safari
Lodge to become General Manager of Mweya Safari Lodge
and Silverback Lodge. Crispus plans to target tourism
avenues from close neighbours Rwanda, and use e-marketing
strategies to reach a wider audience. He believes in leading
by example in order to better train and motivate his team.
Hennie Carstens transferred from Mweya to become the
General Manager at Chobe Safari Lodge. Hennie plans to
make Chobe Lodge one of the premier conferencing Lodges
in Uganda by offering unique out of town conferencing. In
addition, he will focus on expanding on the current activities
offered at the Lodge by introducing new and exciting ones.
What the gentlemen both stress is that all the lodges will
continue to consistently offer friendly, professional service,
world class facilities, exceptional cuisine and a luxury guest
experience.
For bookings or further information on any of the Marasa
Lodges, contact Reservations on +256 414 255992 or send an
email to marketing@marasa.net.
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Crispus Mwamidi GM Mweya
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Hennie Carstens GM Chobe

Balloon Safaris at Mweya

When you visit the parks by car or on a trek, there is always the
chance that your movements will scare away the animals, or
that your paths will simply not cross that day. However, there
is a safari that comes with a 100% guarantee of viewing game.
The Balloon Tours offer daily three-hour flights over Queen
Elizabeth National Park in hot air balloons for a minimum of
two and maximum of 40 persons.
With a bird’s eye view of the park, it is impossible to miss
all the game below. The balloon is quiet and unobtrusive,
allowing one to view the animals without disturbing them.
And to top it all off, any areas which were previously deemed
unreachable by foot or car are no obstacle for the balloon.
Balloon Tours is a licensed hot air balloon operator, whose
latest high quality equipment is maintained to the best
standards. Clients are assured of a safe and memorable flight.
For enquiries or reservations call 0759 002552 or 0759 002 554
info@ugandaballoonsafari.com
www.ugandaballoonsafari.com
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Sonrise children and gifts

A Christmas gift
with a difference
On the 21st of December 2015, I had the privilege of delivering
food and cleaning items to the Sonrise Children’s Home. The
items were a timely personal Christmas gift from the family of
Christopher and Lana Morris. Mr. Morris is a board member of
East Africa Holdings and Emco, the holding companies for the
Madhvani Group.
Earlier in the year, their eldest son Trew visited Kakira for a
month-long internship and volunteered at the children’s
home. Mr. Kenneth Barungi, who coordinated Trew’s visit
and introduced him to the home, accompanied me there to
officially hand over this donation.
The Sonrise Ministries are a Jinja-based cluster of homes
which cater for vulnerable and orphaned children in the area.
Sonrise Babies home, started in 2009, currently cares for about
26 babies, newborn to 3 years of age. The Sonrise Children’s
home was started in 2010 and cares for 48 children ages 3
and up. In 2011, Mirembe Cottage was opened to rescue
vulnerable girls living on the streets of Jinja. It currently cares
for 22 girls, ages 6 to 16.
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The Christmas gift items were distributed to all three homes,
and the recipients were overwhelmed and grateful. When
we explained that the gift had come from the family of Trew,
most of the children couldn’t remember him by name. Finally,
one of them described him as the young man who “wore a
skirt and played for them a guitar song”. And then all of them
lit up and asked if he was coming back.
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As it turns out, Trew had worn a kilt and played the highland
bagpipes for the children. He shared his time, culture and
music with the children and this stayed with them long after
he departed.
Trew went the extra mile and converted his own Christmas
gift into 500 dollars worth of much-needed supplies for the
home. “Sonrise is a beautiful place filled with wonderful
people. I am truly grateful for the opportunity to spend time
with the children, especially teaching Joseph and Anisha
Math,” he said of his time in Uganda.
“I enjoyed playing the highland bagpipes in my traditional
uniform for the children, who initially covered their ears and

Trew plays the bagpipes

screamed, but in the end cheered for an encore. I hope to
return and play more “guitar songs” when I can have such an
adoring crowd once again,” he added.
It was a timely reminder for me that all children, orphaned
or not, benefit not just from gifts, but also from our time,
attention and love. So spare some whenever you can.

Madhvani Group
contributes to free heart
surgeries for children
Every year the Indian Association of Uganda collects
funds to send Ugandan children for much-needed heart
surgeries abroad. The initiative has been running since
2008, and has so far aided 65 children.
Last year, on December 14th, 2015 ten children aged
from one year to 13 years were sent to the Narayana
Hospital in Bangalore. The Indian Association collected
USD70,000 (Ughs240m), towards the trip. The funding
caters for the children’s transport, surgery and full care,
including one attendant to travel with each child.
For the past few years, the Madhvani Group has
supported this initiative with Ugsh10m each year.
The Indian Association, as well as the Indian High
Commissioner to Uganda, Dr. Ramesh Chandra, thanked
all the organisations and individuals who contributed to
the surgery.
Joint Managing Director Mayur Madhvani applauded
the initiative and committed to continued support.

Industrial Security Services
increases footprint
Industrial Security Services (ISS) is this year reaching out of its
Jinja base to offer professional services to the greater Kampala
area. “With dedicated sales staff and a client liaison officer for
Kampala, it will now be easier to serve existing clients, as well
as be on hand for every new enquiry,” General Manager David
Quilliam says.
For the past two decades, Industrial Security Services has
provided security personnel and services to residential,
industrial, hotel, bank and cash escort clients. “With just over
1,100 trained staff on hand, we are currently deploying daily
in Jinja, Kampala and several outpost sites,” Nelson Taabu, the
Human Resource Manager for ISS, says.
Self defence training drills
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At the outpost sites, ISS is providing security to building and
construction works in Soroti, Katakwi, Aura, Luweero and
Mbarara. Satisfied clients have expressed a need for more
services, and with the expansion in the ISS Kampala sales and
liaison team, this need will be met.
ISS focuses on quality and professional services, and all
recruits undergo an extensive five-week residential training
in professionalism, law, first aid and self defence, among other
modules.
For security sales and liaison in the Kampala area, contact
Moses on 0782 596269 or 0752 871142.

Trainees on parade
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A memorable anniversary at
Paraa Safari Lodge
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Marasa Africa is where the unforgettable happens, and what
could be more unforgettable than the day you say ‘I do’? While
our Chobe, Mweya Paraa and Silverback lodges can be stunning
venues for intimate wedding gatherings, the majority of traffic
is from young honeymooners, who come to get away and be
pampered in our serene surroundings.
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However, on the weekend of December 11th to 13th, 2015, Paraa
Safari Lodge was host to a lovely couple who were not on their
honeymoon. Mr. Cosmas and Mrs. Prudentia Kimbugwe were
there on a surprise trip organised by their children to celebrate
their 47th wedding anniversary.
Paraa was proud to mark this milestone with the Kimbugwes,
who planted a tree to mark the occasion, went on a game drive
and shared a cake with other guests and staff.
Mr. And Mrs. Kimbugwe enjoyed their stay and said it was a
truly unforgettable experience. We wish them many more years
of happiness.

Marasa Sarovar
Premiere
officially
opened

In January this year, the Marasa Sarovar Premiere Tirupati
was officially opened by the Chief Minister of Andhra
Pradesh, Sri N. Chandrababu Naidu.
The event was attended by Mr. Mayur Madhvani, Mr.
Roni Madhvani and Mr. Anil Madhok, Managing Director,
Sarovar Hotels & Resorts.
The opening ceremony coincided with the Sankranthi
Food Festival at the hotel, and guests savoured the
authentic flavours of Andhra cuisine as they admired the
architectural marvels of the hotel.
With a design inspired by classical Hindu temples, the
Marasa Sarovar Premiere is the first Indian theme
hotel to embody the Dasavataras (or incarnations) of
Lord Vishnu. Mr. Roni Madhvani said, “Marasa Sarovar
Premiere Tirupati aims to provide luxury world class
yet affordable accommodation for the discerning guest.
This hotel ensures that a pilgrimage to Tirupati no longer
means compromising on personal comfort.”

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Madhok remarked,
“The holy hill of Tirumala is one of India’s most visited
pilgrimage centres, and the existing demand-supply gap
in this temple town offers huge opportunity for hospitality
brands. We congratulate the Madhvani Group for taking
this initiative to invest and promote religious tourism in
India under their brand name ‘Marasa’.”

Mr. Roni Madhvani said the Group was looking toward
expanding the India hospitality branch, with a focus on
religious tourism. “We are exploring options to open
more hotels in locations such as Bodhgaya, Haridwar,
Shirdi and Varanasi. We would like to create an organised
pilgrimage hospitality circuit.”
The Marasa Sarovar Premiere Tirupati has already received
several accolades and architectural commendations
in only a few months of operations, including Best City
Hotel in the 2015 South India Travel Awards.
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Located on the Karakambadi Road, Upadhayaya Nagar
in Tirupati, Marasa Sarovar Premiere offers unmatched
services, with 121 rooms and suites, two specialty
restaurants, a bar, health club, swimming pool, spa
business centre and outstanding banqueting and
conferencing facilities.

The Madhvani Group, under the umbrella of Marasa
Africa, currently runs several lodges in Kenya and
Uganda, while Marasa India currently covers two hotels
in exclusive partnership with Sarovar Hotels and Resorts.
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Jinja Sailing Club
welcomes new GM

Jinja Sailing Club will continue to offer its
stellar service with new General Manager
Himanshu Kumar at the helm.
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Himanshu, who has been working
with Marasa Africa for a year now as
Food and Beverage Manager, is trained
in Hospitality, with post graduate
qualifications in Sales & Marketing.
With over 10 years of experience with
leading hotel brands like Oberoi Hotels,
Aman Resorts and Dusit International,
Himanshu is well placed to take the
Jinja Sailing Club to the next level of
hospitality and fine dining in Uganda.
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“I intend to guide my team to provide
the highest quality of food and service to
ensure that all guests have a memorable
experience at Jinja Sailing Club,” he
said, adding that with the growing Jinja
market, the opportunities to excel were
readily available.
The Captain’s Table fine dining restaurant,
the Explorer’s sports bar and beautiful
lakeside gardens provide a unique and
relaxing atmosphere for every guest. The
conferencing facilities and children’s play
area cater to special needs, and there are
exclusive boat rides on hand as well.
Visit Jinja Sailing Club and experience the
best of Jinja.

UWA Executive Director Andrew Seguya handing over the award to Chobe General Manager George Ochiel,
Marasa Marketing Manager Rukia Mwai and reservation staff - Winnie, Grace and Isabella

Chobe Safari Lodge
bags Uganda Tourism
Board award
Chobe Safari Lodge was a winner at the first Tourism
Excellence Awards organised by Uganda Tourism Board and
held on November 20th, 2015 at the Kampala Serena Hotel.
The glamorous event, which was presided over by Uganda’s
Prime Minister Dr. Rukahana Rugunda, awarded personalities,
companies and even airlines that had excelled in both
providing a quality tourism service, but also marketing
Uganda and her treasures abroad. The awards will be an
annual feature of the Pearl of Africa Tourism Expo.

Chobe Safari Lodge emerged as the Best Luxury Hotel, while
Mweya Safari Lodge also received a nomination.
The award for Best Tourism Destination went to Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest National Park. This was a fortunate turn
of events for the Silverback Lodge in the Buhoma sector of
Bwindi Park. We expect that the publicity from the award will
drive both local and international traffic to Bwindi. This year
should see Silverback on the podium!
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Mr. Rugunda urged Ugandans to embrace tourism and market
it everywhere. “It is our duty as the people of Uganda, as
media and as friends who are associated with the country to
publicise, to let the world know that Uganda has substantial
offer in tourism,” he said.
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